Reference is made to your memorandum, subject: Secret Inks Bureau PT-3, dated 31 March 1952. All sources available to this Agency have been examined with a view to locating documents having a bearing on the subject. The material which is forwarded here-with is all that has been found. It is doubtful that a "complete official record of this Secret Inks Bureau" exists anywhere or was even made. The only possible source not searched by this Agency are the World War I files of the Military Intelligence Division, War Department, Washington, D. C.

The material being furnished you may be retained permanently.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN
Consultant

Incls:
1. Extracts dtfd 25 May 45
   as of Jun 1919.
2. Secret Ink Data (58 pages)
3. Objects of the Parolee Post
   Censorship (2 pages)
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